We propose a new method for pattern recognition based on fuzzy encoding. Fuzzy inference rules (FIRs) to recognize a given pattern are generated with the set of encoded patterns. A given pattern is recognized to carry out defuzzification of the patterns from the FIRs. Computational experiments were carried out, and the results of the experiments showed that the performance of our new method is much better than that of neural networks.
Introduction
Pattern recognition is a key technology for intelligent systems. Performance of pattern recognition depends on to what degree the respective template patterns possess the essential features of incoming patterns. However, it is difficult to extract essential features of the patterns because they usually contain elements that are uncertain in the real world. We therefore propose a new method for pattern recognition using a fuzzy set. In this new method, two sets of patterns, template and feature patterns, are prepared. The elements of these patterns are encoded with a fuzzy set. Then, fuzzy inference rules (FIRs) are generated using the set of fuzzified patterns. The FIRS produces a set of discriminant patterns and a comparator carries out pattern recognition. This is a new method for pattern recognition based on fuzzy encoding.
2. Encoding for template and feature patterns We treat a binary-valued pattern whose elements are either 0 or 1. In the real world, even though we observe an element of the pattern to be 0, we cannot negate the possibility that the element is 1. The converse is also true. Moreover, we might observe that one part of an element is 0 and that other part is 1. This is what is called uncertainty of patterns. In such cases, it can be considered that the element has a value between 0 and 1. In this sense, we encode elements of patterns using a fuzzy set to treat the uncertainty.
The template pattern Ai (i=1, 2,..., n) is given, and the jth element of it is encoded with a fuzzy set as Mi is a set of rules for a similarity between an elements of A, and an incoming pattern.
On the other hand, Mi is a set of rules for a difference between elements of these patters.
The jth rule of 1412 is given using the Cartesian product as Then, U is recognized as the template pattern As. 5. Computational Experiment Alphabetical characters consisting of 64 elements were prepared for the experiment. These patterns were encoded with fuzzy sets as template patterns by the procedures described in section 2. Feature patterns were also made. For the simulation, both xa and xp were set at 0.5. From the fuzzified template patterns and feature patterns, we constructed FIRs. Since neural networks are frequently used for character recognition, we compared the performance of the proposed method with the performance of neural networks (1) . The neural networks used were three layered feedforward networks that were trained using a back-propagation algorithm. The number of nodes were 64 for the input layer, 50 for the hidden layer, and 26 for the output layer.
We flipped elements of the template patterns from 0 to 1, or vice versa, to make noisy patterns. The noisy patterns were recognized by both the proposed method and the neural networks. The rate of flipping was varied from 0% to 45% at increment of 5%. Fig. 1 shows a comparison of the result of performance. The recognition rate using the proposed method was more than 95% when the noisy rate was 25%. On the other hand, the recognition rate using the neural networks was less than 85% when the noisy rate was 25%. As shown in Fig. 1 , the performance of our new method is much better than that of neural networks, indicating that our new method for pattern recognition has potential applicability in real world.
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